**GT Curriculum Material**

**Starting Off Strong**
Starting Off Strong is a Junior Great Books Program that uses Shared Inquiry discussion strategies. Students grow in four key areas:
- Critical Thinking
- Literacy
- Language Arts
- Listening

**Math Curriculum**
Inquiry-based activities and logic problems that extend beyond the normal curriculum. Discovery and enrichment includes puzzles, games, and various hands-on activities.

**Seminars**
High interest topics designed to engage and teach students skills from the GT framework.

**Technology**
Strategies enhance and support curriculum in reading, math, problem solving, critical/creative thinking.

**Jacob's Ladder Reading Curriculum**
William and Mary
Targeted readings from short stories, poetry, and nonfiction sources. Students engage in an inquiry process that is supported by high order thinking skills.

**Specialized Instruction**
- Novel Studies
- Independent Projects
- Contracts
- Math, Reading, Writing Extentions
- Project-based activities